Non-conventional energy harvesting and power supply
(new methods for supplying sensors and smart grids and a future concept for signaling and power
supply through single wire or through the earth as propagation medium)

Abstract

Most often the process of energy harvesting is associated with the ambient power sources
(light, temperature gradients and kinetic energy). This energy however doesn’t need to be
naturally produced (sunlight, wind, solar or other heating sources) but is available by the artificial
sources (artificial lighting, fans, machinery vibrations, electromagnetic emissions).
Our research revealed some unusual ways to harvest energy by utilizing the expected
potential differences (of the neutral conductor) in some types of electrical networks. Moreover in
some cases there is not only energy available to power small electronic devices, but also means
for measuring fully or partially the electrical network load, thus giving the opportunity for
decision making and smart load/network management.
Technical details will be revealed on how different problems were solved, including rectifier
design, voltage drop avoidance and step-up transformer design. Additional circuits that offer
non-conventional low-power supply will be discussed. Comparison will be made against some
monolithic power management IC.
Following the nature of the topic the presentation will pass to some
unconventional/conceptual methods for single-wire signaling and power transfer. The current
achievements will be presented together with the results of our own practical research. Next is a
general conclusion for the possibilities for wireless ground/marine signaling and energy
transmission. It is backed up by patents and real work by different researchers and enthusiasts.
Although electrical engineering knowledge is sufficient, some knowledge of RF engineering
will be helpful for understanding the single-wire and wireless concepts.

Key points













Brief overview of the common energy harvesting methods.
Overview of some of the LV electrical network types.
Opportunities for doing power measurements through the potentials of the neutral
conductor.
Ways for load management and decision making in smart and non-smart grids.
The Neutral as a low-impedance power source.
Possibilities for energy harvesting from the neutral conductor via the protective earth.
Utilization of ultra-low voltage sources.
Tricking the (diode’s) voltage drop faced with ultra-low voltage AC sources.
Solution for emergency power supply.
Single wire earth return.
Conceptual one-wire signaling and power supply.
Conceptual “wireless” signaling and power supply through the earth.
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